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Abstract— Any work to improve the performance of the solar modules could add to their
economic competitiveness against fossil fuels. In the present work the performance of PV
solar module was improved by using V-Trough concentrator system (CPV) which moved
by two axis tracking system. The concentrator consists of two flat reflectors of area 2 m 2
for each one with geometric concentration ratio of 2X. To optimize the performance of the
V-Trough CPV systems, two types of reflector material, Aluminum and mirror (glass coated
by silver nitrate) were used. The results indicated that the temperature of PV reference
module was higher than the ambient temperature by 27oC but there is too small difference
in temperature between the tracking PV module with the reference which ranged to 2oC,
while the temperature of the CPV system was higher than reference by 37oC. The
temperature of the PV module under mirror reflectors was lower than module combined
with Aluminum reflectors by 3oC. As a result of arising of the temperature of CPV system
in compare with PV reference module, the open circuit voltage was droop by 0.7 V, 0.5 V
for PV module under mirror and Aluminum reflectors respectively. The reflectors
increased the short circuit current values by 2.1 A, 2.6 A for PV module combined with
mirror and Aluminum reflectors respectively. Accordingly the performance (as an average
daily gain of output power) of the PV solar module was improved by using V-Trough CPV
system, 44%, 34% by using Aluminum and mirror reflectors respectively.
Index Terms — Aluminum reflector, mirror reflector, Solar tracking system. V-Trough
concentrator.

I. INTRODUCTION
PV Solar module is a devices using to convert the solar irradiance to electric energy. The
improvement of the performance of PV Solar module had been done by two ways, new materials’ and
new techniques. Concentrator solar irradiance on PV surface by reflectors is considered one of the
promised techniques and considered as the third generation of PV solar technology. PV panel have a
little operative cost, limited output powers and high capital costs, possible way to reduce these principal
costs and increase output power is added an optical systems (reflectors) which increase the incident
solar irradiance on the solar panel surface [1]. In order to increase the attractiveness of PV energy,
use solar photovoltaic concentrators modules (CPV), introducing tracking system , reduce mismatch
losses of module and reduce temperature of module by cooling considered [2]. Kasim et al studied
fixed V-Trough CPV system in Baghdad climate who found that the performance of this system is
increased by 47% in compare with the reference PV solar module, and the temperature of the CPV
system increased only 10ᴼC in compare with the same reference [3]. Torres et al focused on the redesign
of CPV collector reflector which produces by the Swedish company together with detailed analysis
based on the annual evaluation of the solar irradiance in the collector. An open source ray tracing cod
(soltrace) is used to achieve the modeling the optical system in CPV applications [4 ]. Ronnelid et al
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considered the act of photovoltaic modules with V-trough booster reflectors with different length and
tilts for Swedish conditions. They stated that a flat stationary booster reflector can increase the annual
output of the module in the order of 20-25 percent [5]. Different materials were used to fabricate solar
reflectors to improve the performance of solar module, and the best reflector (could concentrate highest
amount of radiation) was selected for the uses. Experiments were executed on aluminum; stainless steel,
and chrome film reflectors to specify the most efficient type of reflector that assist to producing highest
module output power and less amount of excess heat. The results showed that, chrome reflector assist
to generate 27.65% additional module output power against aluminum foil and 34.05% more output
power against stainless steel reflectors respectively [6]. Kennedy et al identify new, cost effective
advanced reflector materials that are solid with weathering, the glass mirrors may meet the 10-year
lifetime goals based on accelerated exposure testing [7]. The stainless steel and aluminum foil reflectors
can increase the output power of polycrystalline solar module around 8.5%-14%. The aluminum foil
reflector and water film concurrently improved the performance of PV solar module about 50% in
power generation [8]. Jones et al tested a number of reflector samples, Durability, degradation, and
failure patterns, test results may be used to derive insight into failure mechanisms, associated physical
parameters, service lifetimes, and uncertain in performance [9]. A theoretical and experimentally
studies were done to estimate the effect of one and two reflectors in V-trough concentrator system on
the amount of concentrated radiation ratio on solar PV module. It was observed that, there was, at noon,
increasing in insolation by 61% and 120% respectively [10]. Present work focuses on the performance
optimization of V-Trough CPV system by using two cheapest Aluminum and mirror reflectors to reduce
the cost of solar electricity in compare with conventional PV solar system as well as to reduce the
mismatch losses of the PV modules. One of the main targets of this project is supporting our national
grid, especially, in summer peak time. The introducing CPV systems in different consumption sectors
treat the location with limited area, especially, most of these consumption sectors suffering from
shortage of supplying electricity for a long time.
II. TROUGH PV SOLAR CONCENTRATOR
V-trough concentrator geometry is defined by two factors: the Geometric concentration ratio and
the vertex angle (Ψ) (the angle between reflector and the column on PV) , as shown in Fig.1.

FIG.1 . A- PV MODULE, B- V-PV MODULE [12]

The geometric concentration ratio is the ratio between the area of aperture plane (A) and area of
the PV surface plane a which can be expressed by [11]:
𝐴

𝐶=𝑎=

𝑊𝑎𝑝𝑒
𝑊𝑎𝑏𝑠

(1)
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Where the Wape is the aperture width and Wabs is the PV module width. The geometric concentration
ratio in the system at vertex angle equal 30o is two sun (2X). V-trough concentrator's are reflecting
surfaces which increase the incident solar irradiance to increase the energy output of the PV module.
The total solar radiation Gtot on the PV module surface is the sum of the direct radiation on module
surface Gb , the sky-diffuse radiation Gd , the albedo radiation Gg , the reflected radiation from lower
and upper reflector which reaches the module surface are Gr1 and Gr2 [13].
𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐺𝑏 + 𝐺𝑑 + 𝐺𝑔 + 𝐺𝑟1 + 𝐺𝑟2

(2)

The short circuit current (Is) is proportional to the solar irradiance (Gtot) and the open circuit voltage
(Voc) is proportional to the solar cell temperature (Tc). The practical short circuit current and
practical open circuit voltage are given as [14].
𝑘𝑤

𝑘𝑤

𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝐺) = 𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝑎𝑡 1𝑚2 ) ∗ 𝐺 (𝑖𝑛1𝑚2 )
𝑉𝑜𝑐 (𝑇𝐶 ) = 𝑉𝑜𝑐 − 0.0023 × 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 × ( 𝑇𝐶 − 25)

(3)
(4)

The cell temperature (Tc) is [13]:
𝑇𝐶 = 𝑇𝑎 +

𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 − 20
∗ (9.5/(5.7 + 3.8 ∗ 𝑉𝑊
0.8

(5)

Where (NOCT) is normal operating cell temperature (usually between 42 and 46 ◦C), and Ta is
ambient temperature and (Vw) is wind spead [14]. The output power of the PV module can be estimated
by the following equation [14].
𝑃 = 𝐼𝑠𝑐 ∗ 𝑉𝑜𝑐

(6)

III. DESCRIPTION OF CPV SYSTEM:
CPV system involves poly-crystalline solar modules and V-trough concentrators with two types
of reflector materials, Aluminum sheets and glass mirror (Fig. 2). This system supplied with two
dimensions tracing system. A single PV module without concentrator system was used as a reference.
PV module characteristics are listed in TABLE 1. All the solar PV modules, those are submitted to the
study, are with the same characteristics.

FIG.2 . V-TROUGH CPV SYSTEM.
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TABLE 1. SPECIFICATIONS OF POLY-CRYSTALLINE SOLAR PV
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Dimensio

1958*992*50 mm

pmax

330 W

Weight
NoOf Cells

27 kg
72 in series

Temperature coefficient VOC

-0.31V/oC

Temperature coefficient ISc

0.41 mA/oC
-0.4%/oC

ISc

9.28A

Temperature coefficient Pmax

VOC

45.9V

Module efficiency

Ipm

8.85A

NOCT

45 oC

Vpm

37.3 V

Type of cell

Pc-si

17%

The study was done in Al-Zwraa company, from (9) Am to (13) Pm in August / 2018. The
temperature of ambient (Ta), temperature of fixed solar reference PV module (Tpvr), temperature of
tracker reference solar PV module (Tpvrt), temperature of concentrated solar PV module with
aluminum reflectors (Tcpv-AL), temperature of concentrated solar PV module with glass mirror
reflectors (Tcpv-M), short circuit current (Isc) and open circuit voltage (Voc), with or without reflectors
were measured and recorded. The concentration ratio of the system at vertex angle equal to 30o was 2
suns, and the tilt angle of reference solar PV module was 34o.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
In the present work the ambient temperature, solar PV module temperature with and
without concentrator system, and temperatures of Aluminum reflector (T-ALr) and mirror
reflector (T-Mr) were recorded and plotted as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The temperature measurements of the two types of reflectors indicated to temperature
arising of the mirror reflector (glass substrate coated by silver nitrate on backside of the
substrate) by 7oC in compare with Aluminum reflector due to the reflection of incident
solar radiation on the mirror reflector occurred from the backside of the substrate reflector
and the solar radiation passes back and forth through the substrate material (not perfect
optical glass quality which leads to low reflectivity), but in the second reflector
(Aluminum) the reflection occurred from the front side of the reflector (there is no
transmission losses) as shown in the figure 3. The sharp drop in temperature of the two
types of reflectors after 11:30 O’clock was due to increasing the wind speed from 1m/s to
4m/s. This result is in good match with the result mentioned in reference [15].

FIG. 3. REFLECTORS TEMPERATURE VERSUS DAY TIME
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FIG. 4. VARIATION OF AMBIENT AND MODULE TEMPERATURES WITH DAY TIME

Fig. 4 indicated that the temperature of PV reference module was higher than the
ambient temperature by 27oC but there is too small difference in temperature between the
tracking PV module and the fixed reference module which ranged to 2oC, while the
temperature of the CPV system was higher than reference by 37oC. The temperature of the
PV module combined with mirror reflectors was lower than module combined with
Aluminum reflectors by 3 oC. As a result of arising of the temperature of CPV system in
compare with PV reference module, the open circuit voltage was droop by 0.7 V, 0.5 V for
PV module under mirror and Aluminum reflectors respectively. The reflectors increased the
short circuit current values by 2.1 A, 2.6 A for PV module combined with mirror and
Aluminum reflectors respectively. Accordingly the performance (as an average daily gain
of output power) of the PV solar module was improved by using V-Trough CPV system,
44%, 34% by using Aluminum and mirror reflectors respectively.
It is known that the increase in module temperature leads to drop in its open circuit
voltage (Voc). This fact is demonstrated in Fig. 5, in which the module with highest
temperature has the most drops in Voc. While the short circuit current (Isc) is not affected
significantly by temperature but it arises with increase the amount of incident radiation
(Irradiance). This case can be achieved by reflectors as shown in Fig. 6

FIG. 5. PV SOLAR MODULE OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE WITH DAY TIME.
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FIG. 6. PV SOLAR MODULE SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT WITH DAY TIME.

Fig. 6 shows that the module with Aluminum reflector (CPV-AL) produces more
current than that with mirror reflector (CPV-M). From the above results it can be seen that,
with presence of concentrator system, the increase in current is more effective than drop in
voltage. This fact is materialized in Fig.7.

FIG. 7. OUTPUT POWER WITH DAY TIME.

Fig.7 shows, explicitly, that the module with Aluminum reflectors (Pcpv-AL)
more efficient than that with mirror reflectors (Pcpv-M). This figure, also, shows the
tracking system adding gain in output power with different ratio along day time (see Fig.
8).
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FIG. 8. GAIN RATIO IN OUTPUT POWER CPV MODULES IN COMPARE WITH FIXED REFERENCE MODULE.

The gain ratio has highest values at morning and afternoon and has lowest values at
mid noon in compare with fixed reference module.
Finally, the cost of the two types of reflectors did not exceeded than ten percent from
the total cost of the system
V. CONCLUSION
Present work leads us to conclude that, the characteristics of reflector materials play an important
role in improve the performance of PV solar module and generate access output power, and according
to reflection efficiency, lightweight, safety, durability, and cost considerations, the Aluminum reflectors
is considered more efficient than glass mirror reflectors. It can be, also, concluded that there is no big
difference in the temperature of the two types of the reflectors, as well as the effect of increasing the
current as a result from the increasing solar irradiance is more effective in increasing in power gain.
Finally, the CPV technique is promised technology and more economic feasible, especially, when it use
with high efficient PV solar module.
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